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4 MD Wives at the Hemingway House Key West Writers 

Classes... Stage 4 Miracle Cure in 2015

Married Name Change "International New York Times" will 

become "Doctor New York Times" 

5-15-2015 Apple iPhone 6 ++ cameras... The Nuns Spoke Out, 

but the Archbishop Listened to cell conversations about 

"Soul-Mates" for the next 4 Trillion Years. "Men + Women 

Married in the Eyes of God!" I told Sonia the story of a 88 

year old Nun not Catholic in a Nursing Home I worked at 

getting married at 88 for the first time... did the guy have 

money, No! She was thinking of Heaven + Hell, sorting out 

which story in the NY Times should I believe and which 

should I doubt. I think Pope Francis is sending billions of 

SOULS to 4 trillion years "Home Alone" 2 by not getting a 

"Wife" soul-mate to lead the way as 4 trillion years will be a 

long time, 400 times longer than the existing Universe's Age! 

And many Near by Stars and Jewish Aliens will still be 

shinning in 4 Trillion Years! 

5-15-2015 Apple iPhone 6 ++ cameras can call... "To You" I 

think 60 Minutes will do the Story of Cop Car Dash Cams 

being replaced on Tim Cook's agenda with the iWatch... story 

first, grin! $153K for 6 cameras at the Park Avenue "Seaport" 

Area in Key West... are a SCAM... and happen in every "Rich" 

city in the USA for perks, kickbacks when Apple 6 ++ security 

cams can talk to the lost tourists... not just watch them and 

laugh as they get more lost and miss their boat or plane... 

funny for the guys watching the security cams, like the drone 

strikes we can still hear them cheering! 

5-15-2015 IPhone6 ++ cams ...death and injuries existing 

technology that might have prevented the accident was 

missing from the $153K security cams... SCAM! 

5-15-2015 Park Avenue Security iPhone 6 ++ cam can call 
Out To You… Stop… Go… to 5th turn right thanks!!
Friday, May 15, 2015 11:10 AM
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4 MD Wives at the Hemingway House Key West Writers 

Classes... Stage 4 Miracle Cure in 2015

Married Name Change "International New York Times" will 

become "Doctor New York Times" 

5-15-2015 Cocaine ...death and injuries existing 

technology... by our 1984 II Numb Nuts Dictators needs to be 

written up in scientific terms by Berkeley Labs, ASAP with 

inventions that Defy these 1984 II Dictators! "Defying U.S., 

Colombia Halts Aerial Spraying of Crops Used to Make 

Cocaine" By WILLIAM NEUMAN NY Times The government’s 

decision to end the long-running program, a tool in the war 

on drugs, was made because of a concern that the spray 

causes cancer. There is no doubt by most reading this that 

the spray does cause cancer and our 1984 II Dictators knew 

this as it was being sprayed on people in Columbia. Our 1984 

II Dictators cheer the loudest over Drone Strikes too!! 

4 MD Wives at the Hemingway House Key West Writers 
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4 MD Wives at the Hemingway House Key West Writers 

Classes... Stage 4 Miracle Cure in 2015

Married Name Change "International New York Times" will 

become "Doctor New York Times" 

5-15-2015 Seaport to get $153K video camera system BY GWEN 

FILOSA Key West Citizen Staff gfilosa@keysnews.com 

5-15-2015 "Inventor of Bird Flu Cure" dead via Florida State 

Lottery ads ...death and injuries existing technology... by our 

1984 II Numb Nuts Dictators needs to be written up in 

scientific terms by Berkeley Labs, "Egg Farms Hit Hard as 

Bird Flu Affects Millions of Hens" By STEPHANIE STROM NY 

Times Avian flu viruses have affected over 33 million turkeys, 

chickens and ducks in the United States, with Iowa’s farmers 

particularly hard hit. Timeline of Bird Flu Outbreak ... Time 

Line of "Lottery" ticket sales into the billion, trillions for the 

state of Florida goes alone with the deaths of "Inventors" who 

would have Cure Flu and Bird Flu... Berkeley Labs could 

write up this story in scientific times but won't! No Way... I 

can hear them screaming!! No Way... we buy lottery tickets at 

Berkely Labs not 24/7 Invention work... 

5-15-2015 Cuba ...death and injuries existing technology... 

by our 1984 II Numb Nuts Dictators sending the Minnesota 

Orchestra’s Cuba Trip Puts It at the Cultural Vanguard... 

Berkeley Trip to Cuba, Yale Med School Trip to Cuba... there 

are a trillion life saving trips to be the Vanguard to Cuba 

that would really save a life on the Berkeley scientific 

report... on life saved in Cuba by the Minnesota Orchestra 

Cuba Trip. 

5-15-2015 Apple iPhone 6 ++ cameras can call... "To You" 

when they spot you on the high-resolution, Internet-

accessible video surveillance system for the ferry terminal 

and the rest of the waterfront seaport. 

5-15-2015 Apple iPhone 6 ++ cameras can call... "To You" 

and help the lost tourists at the Park Avenue "Seaport" Area 

in Key West... no homeless people even walk through this 

"Park Avenue" Seaport Area as 100 of Yacht owners keep a 

min to min eye on the Seaport. 

5-15-2015 Apple iPhone 6 ++ cameras can call... "To You" at 

the The Bight Management District Board on Wednesday 

unanimously approved spending $154,000 on a high-

resolution, Internet-accessible video surveillance system for 

the ferry terminal and the rest of the waterfront seaport. The 

5-0 decision means Key West Historic Seaport will replace an 

aging video security system installed in 2004 that staff said 

is woefully outdated. Cameras at the ferry terminal haven’t 

worked for several months, staff said. The new system, from 
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worked for several months, staff said. The new system, from 

Bazon-Cox and Associates of Chesapeake, Virginia, includes 

35 cameras at the seaport and a dozen at the ferry terminal 

at Grinnell and Caroline streets. Bight board members 

quizzed the city’s port director, Doug Bradshaw, on the 

system’s value during the meeting at Old City Hall. 

4 MD Wives at the Hemingway House Key West Writers 

Classes... Stage 4 Miracle Cure in 2015

Married Name Change "International New York Times" will 

become "Doctor New York Times" 

5-15-2015 Apple iPhone 6 ++ cameras can call... "To You" at 

the Bazon-Cox Video Scam... 

5-15-2015 Apple iPhone 6 ++ cameras can call... the NY Times 

about this Scam and most likely "KickBack + Bribe" or just 60 

Minutes... 

5-15-2015 Apple iPhone 6 ++ cameras can call... "To You" I 

think 60 Minutes will do the Story of Cop Car Dash Cams 

being replaced on Tim Cook's agenda with the iWatch... story 

first, grin! 

5-15-2015 Apple iPhone 6 ++ cameras can call... "To You" 

5-15-2015 Apple iPhone 6 ++ cameras can call... "To You" 

Yes Greg + Wives in Key West will get this Gravity Control 

Invention and of course the "Gravity Engine" for the flying 

cars.
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Yes Greg + Wives in Key West will get this Gravity Control 

Invention and of course the "Gravity Engine" for the flying 

cars. 

CLICK HERE ----- Link to the classic ElectricWindmillCar 

Index-2 I edited it the web is fixed up nicely... 

850 pages moved to this web link 

http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/04Wives.html

Moved 840 pages from Jan 2014 to Christmas 2014

Link to Photos and Acrobat files of Greg in NYC

Greg's YouTube Video reposted

inventsomething@live.com
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4 MD Wives at the Hemingway House Key West Writers 

Classes... Stage 4 Miracle Cure in 2015

Married Name Change "International New York Times" will 

become "Doctor New York Times" 

5-15-2015 1,001 Times Faster than the Speed of light is a 

invention Greg + Wives in Key West will get... 

5-15-2015 Amtrak Train 1,009 MPH... For the second time in 

two years, a passenger train traveling well above its speed 

limit has derailed... The LaFerrari is available for $1.3 

million and China bought 1 Trillion instead of the double 

Mono-rails Train Cars that are 100 yards long and wide 

and carry 10K Chinese to a Car and travel around curves at 

55 mph serving 10K Chinese Starbucks Coffee. 

5-15-2015 1.001 Times Faster "Burst" of police gunfire... 

"$$$ Inequality" Neil Irwin NY Times We don’t yet know... how 

much MIT WAR Toys $777 Trillion can buy... but we know No 

155 Story Yale Paris, New Haven Medical Schools on a Eiffel 

Tower Structure have ever been built by Picasso Buyers, or 

Kerry, McCain, Putin, King Salman, Hillary... grin! Greg flew 

into Key West with $777 Trillion and still no Yale Key West 

Med School under construction because of our 1984 II Numb 

Nuts Dictators who have Syphilis in their Frontal Lobes! And 

their Live in girl friends have a tumor coming through their 

breast... 
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$1 Trillion for Putin's 2015 Model Tank he just showed to 

Kerry... "The $179 Million Picasso That Explains Global 

Inequality" Neil Irwin NY Times We don’t yet know... how 

much MIT WAR Toys $777 Trillion can buy... 

5-14-2015 The hammer attacks the police were investigating 

occurred in a burst of six hours on Monday. 

5-14-2015 Amtrak Train 1,009 MPH... For the second time in 

two years, a passenger train traveling well above its speed 

limit has derailed... 

5-14-2015 The hammer attacks the police were investigating 

occurred in a burst of six hours on Monday. The first took 

place around 1:45 p.m. near 35th Street and Avenue of the 

Americas, the police said. The assailant struck a man with a 

hammer as he crossed the street. About an hour and a half 

later, he struck a woman near Madison Square Park. 

Around 7:30 p.m., a 28-year-old woman was sitting on a 

bench in Union Square Park when a man approached her. 

The man pulled a hammer from his bag and struck her on 

the head. About 10 minutes later, the man approached a 33-

year-old woman walking on West 17th Street. He came up 

from behind her and struck her on the head. 

4 MD Wives at the Hemingway House Key West Writers 

Classes... Stage 4 Miracle Cure in 2015
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Married Name Change "International New York Times" will 

become "Doctor New York Times" 

5-14-2015 "Police Shoot Hammer-Wielding Man Sought in 4 

Manhattan Attacks" By J. DAVID GOODMAN and AL BAKER if 

David + Al had passed the Hemingway House Writing Class 

they would have been able to write that the next "OJ" 

hammer attacker will be "Shot" 1,001 times faster and put in 

several invention projects the police at HQ can click on to get 

this invention into action. 

5-14-2015 Every officer at every roll call had seen a photo of 

the wanted man, a 30-year-old drifter with a history of 

arrests and severe mental illness. They hoped to catch him 

before another attack. On Wednesday, two officers spotted 

the man in Midtown. He could be the hammer attacker, but 

they wanted to speak with him to be sure. The man, 

identified by the police as David Baril, saw them, too. He 

stopped at the corner of Eighth Avenue and 37th Street, and 

as the officers closed in, he pulled a hammer, red with the 

dried blood of previous attacks, police officials said. He 

began swinging wildly at one of the officers, Lauren 

O’Rourke, 27, striking her as she backpedaled, the police 

said. The scene on Eighth Avenue between 37th and 39th 

Streets in Midtown, near where an officer shot a hammer-

wielding man. Crime Scene: A Police Shooting in Midtown’s 

Seedier Side As they spilled into the intersection and a beam 

of late-morning sunlight, her partner, Officer Geraldo 

Casaigne, drew his gun and fired four times, hitting Mr. 

Baril in the right arm, the torso and the “head area,” 

officials said. He was taken to Bellevue Hospital Center, 

where he was in critical condition 

4 MD Wives at the Hemingway House Key West Writers 

Classes... Stage 4 Miracle Cure in 2015

Married Name Change "International New York Times" will 

become "Doctor New York Times" 

5-14-2015 Amtrak Train 1,009 MPH... For the second time in 

two years, a passenger train traveling well above its speed 

limit has derailed, leaving a trail of death and injuries. 

And for the second time, existing technology that might 

have prevented the accident was missing. Amtrak has 

installed the technology, known as positive train control, on 

parts of its rail network in the Northeast Corridor. But the 

technology, designed to automatically slow or stop a train to 

prevent accidents... 

5-14-2015 Amtrak Train 1,009 MPH... For the second time in 
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5-14-2015 Amtrak Train 1,009 MPH... For the second time in 

two years, a passenger train traveling well above its speed 

limit has derailed... 

5-14-2015 For the 1 Trillionth time Yale, Harvard, Oxford 

kids of Kerry, Hillary, Prince of Oil Sales... crashed and 

burned his Lotus, Jaguar, Porsche... redesigned 2015 Ford 

Mustang's robust engine options 1K MPH in 7 seconds... 

avoidance of any government speed limit or controls on 

speed in this redesigned 2015 Ford Mustang's robust engine 

options! Aston Martin Introduces $2.3 Million Car That 

Owners Will not Obey any government speed limit code 

written but iApps and Windows is the only software the 

government used today to write speed code for gasoline 

engines, grin! The LaFerrari is available for $1.3 million... 

4 MD Wives at the Hemingway House Key West Writers 

Classes... Stage 4 Miracle Cure in 2015

Married Name Change "International New York Times" will 

become "Doctor New York Times" 

5-14-2015 For the 1 Trillionth time... Sabrina fails 

journalism at the NY Times by not showing the Stage 4 tumor 

coming through the breast of women who will finally see a 

MD Today... Oh! Sabrina didn't show Lung Cancer coming 

through the chest... "Study Asks if Carrot or Stick Can Better 

Help Smokers Stop" By SABRINA TAVERNISE NY Times - Carrot 

or Stick or firing squad in North Korea Kim shot all North 

Korean Generals who smoked... some doubt this story! 

5-14-2015 $1 Trillion for Putin's 2015 Model Tank he just 

showed to Kerry... "The $179 Million Picasso That Explains 

Global Inequality" Neil Irwin NY Times We don’t yet know... 

how much MIT WAR Toys $777 Trillion can buy... 

5-14-2015 "The $179 Million Picasso That Explains Global 

Inequality" Neil Irwin NY Times We don’t yet know who 

agreed to pay $179.4 million for a Picasso in an auction 

Monday night — or where the money came from, or what 

motivated that person or persons to spend more than anyone 

has before for a single piece of art at auction. But this much 

we do know: The astronomical rise in prices for the most-

sought-after works of art over the last generation is in large 

part the story of rising global inequality... Let’s assume, for a 

minute, that no one would spend more than 1 percent of his 

total net worth on a single painting. By that reckoning, the 

buyer of Picasso’s 1955 “Les Femmes d’Alger (Version O)” 

would need to have at least $17.9 billion in total wealth. 

That would imply, based on the Forbes Billionaires list, that 

there are exactly 50 plausible buyers of the painting 

worldwide. This is meant to be illustrative, not literal. Some 
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worldwide. This is meant to be illustrative, not literal. Some 

people are willing to spend more than 1 percent of their 

wealth on a painting; the casino magnate Steve Wynn told 

Bloomberg he bid $125 million on the Picasso this week, 

which amounts to 3.7 percent of his estimated net worth. The 

Forbes list may also have inaccuracies or be missing ultra-

wealthy families that have succeeded in keeping their 

holdings secret. 

4 MD Wives at the Hemingway House Key West Writers 

Classes... Stage 4 Miracle Cure in 2015

Married Name Change "International New York Times" will 

become "Doctor New York Times" 

5-14-2015 $1 Trillion for Putin's 2015 Model Tank he just 

showed to Kerry... "The $179 Million Picasso That Explains 

Global Inequality" Neil Irwin NY Times We don’t yet know... 

how much MIT WAR Toys $777 Trillion can buy... 

5-14-2015 Some Doubt this story from Neil as $777 Trillion in 

BP Oil money has been around for a long time and Trillions 

have been spent on NY Times Journalists, mostly on alcohol + 

sex... New NY Times Skyscraper... 

5-14-2015 "Key West Police mentors helping at-risk high 

school students" BY Michael Quirk Key West Citizen... plan to 

arrest Bill + Melinda Gates on their Key West Vacation. For 

mass murder of HS Students by killing off 1,001 Invention 

Projects pre-loaded in Windows 10 since 1980 invention of 

the ElectricWindmillFord Escort... Claim's against Bill + 

Melinda for 1 Trillion lost inventions, ie gravity engine... by 

HS Students at risk will be processed fraster than BP Oil 

Claim's by KW HS students... grin. 

5-14-2015 "Key West Police mentors helping at-risk high 

school students" BY Michael Quirk Key West Citizen If you 

drive by Key West High School and notice a number of police 

cruisers parked outside, you may think there is a problem. 

Instead, what you’re seeing is a series of problems going 

away, as local law enforcement officers assist at-risk youth 

as part of the police mentors program. Started by Keys To Be 

The Change group, with help from the Key West Police 

Department and the city commission, the program is in its 

second year. At-risk students are chosen by administrators, 

then the names are given to KTBTC director Heidi Golightly. 

She interviews the kids and asks if they want to take part. A 

student is “at-risk” if he or she misses more than six classes in 

a semester and fails at least one class. 

4 MD Wives at the Hemingway House Key West Writers 

Classes... Stage 4 Miracle Cure in 2015
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Classes... Stage 4 Miracle Cure in 2015

Married Name Change "International New York Times" will 

become "Doctor New York Times" 

4 MD Wives at the Hemingway House Key West Writers 

Classes...

4 MD Wives at the Hemingway House Key West Writers 

Classes...

5-13-2015 Kerry is in Russia to Marry Putin... $1 Trillion 

dollar state of the Arts "2015 Tanks" that fire 1K nuke 

grenades a minute.... have already destroyed 1 trillion 2015 

ElectricWindmillFord Escorts just in the USA. 

5-13-2015 Kerry is in Russia to Marry Putin and square off in 

the battle of the Century between Putins $1 Trillion dollar 

State of the Arts 2015 Tank vs the US Navy's JFK Super Carrier 

Group costing $10 Trillion. Yes Puin will use 10 Tanks. $1 

Trillion dollar state of the Arts "2015 Tanks" that fire 1K 

nuke grenades a minute.... 

4 MD Wives at the Hemingway House Key West Writers 

Classes...

Kerry is not in Russia for a Invention Projects writing class 

as Generals Rule not Russian Writers who put a invention 

project in every chapter with links to get you started 

inventing something! 

5-13-2015 So why is Kerry in Russia... to Drink Vodka with 

Putin. In Russia 780,000 people die each year from liver 

cirrhosis and cancer that it causes; by hepatitis B and C are 

the second commonest underlying causes after alcohol. 

ALCOHOL IS #1 Kerry will never tell Putin he killed more 

Russian Troops than the Moslem Terrorists! Kerry is from 
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Russian Troops than the Moslem Terrorists! Kerry is from 

Yale! Kerry is in Russia to Marry Putin and square off in the 

battle of the Century between Putins $1 Trillion dollar State 

of the Arts Tank vs the US Navy's JFK Super Carrier Group 

costing $10 Trillion. Yes Putin will use 10 Tanks. $1 Trillion 

dollar state of the Arts "2015 Tanks" that fire 1K nuke 

grenades a minute.... 

5-13-2015 Wednesday 8 am Key West Island Time, this is not 

the Time measured in the Sand in the Universe Hour Glass. 

Greg is at Starbucks for the xxx time since Feb. 2, 2014 when I 

got evicted. Then I bought the 1999 Ford Escort turned it 

into a 2015 ElectricWindmillFord Escort with the 1 Trillionth 

one coming off the assembly line today, grin. Well I slept in 

my 1999 Ford Escort for 1 year 2 months 10 days and got a 

ticket. In Key West they make their own rules + laws as this is 

a "Orwellian" no sleeping in your car law. So I went to court. 

Judge Miller found I was hard of hearing grin and got 15 

hours community service I will serve today at 11 am so only 

have 2 hours to write my web today at Starbucks on Duval 

Key West. Going to the Catholic Soup Kitchen to work from 11 

to 6 then get in the rest of the 15 hours tomorrow I hope. 

Have to go back to Judge Miller on June 5, 2015 if the 

Observers don't make contact by then. Hospice in Key West I 

called them 10 times about community service work as I was 

a CNA and they never called back... wow. I called the Animal 

Shelter ok no contact with dogs or cats just raking the yard. 

I moved in with a 13 year old crazy cat who bits flees ticks 

100 times a day, I touch one spot and it was her spine. The 

guy had no idea told me to take her to the vet for $100 ha... 

I will have to search goggle or wait for the 1984 II Cat 

Women to help. Grin. 

5-13-2015 Kerry is in Russia to Marry Putin... $1 Trillion 

dollar state of the Arts "2015 Tanks" that fire 1K nuke 

grenades a minute.... have already destroyed 1 trillion 2015 

ElectricWindmillFord Escorts just in the USA. 

5-13-2015 So why is Kerry in Russia... to Marry Putin!! 

5-13-2015 So why is Kerry in Russia... to Marry Putin!! 

5-13-2015 So why is Kerry in Russia... not to Cure Stage 4, 

Syphilis, HIV, STD's as these will or were never ever even 

mentioned by Kerry + Putin - you can bet your life savings 

on this!! 

5-13-2015 So why is Kerry in Russia... to Marry Putin!! 

5-13-2015 So why is Kerry in Russia... to Marry Putin!! 

5-13-2015 So why is Kerry in Russia... to Drink Vodka with 

Putin. In Russia 780,000 people die each year from liver 

cirrhosis and cancer that it causes; hepatitis B and C are the 

second commonest underlying causes after alcohol. 

ALCOHOL IS #1 
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ALCOHOL IS #1 

5-13-2015 Kerry is in Russia to Marry Putin... $1 Trillion 

dollar state of the Arts "2015 Tanks" that fire 1K nuke 

grenades a minute.... have already destroyed 1 trillion 2015 

ElectricWindmillFord Escorts just in the USA. 

5-12-2015 Advancing the Status Quo of 4 MD Wives Coup 

D'Etat made a "faster than light serendipity yesterday" 

writing that the NY Times + our 1984 II Numb Nuts Dictators 

in NYC only gave 100's of millions syphilis, HIV, STD's MS 

Virus, Hepatitis with "Freedom Tower!" This is true!! 

1984 II Dictators Death Toll hits 1 million ++ for Syphilis, 

HIV, STD... Murder-Suicide who gave what to whom... Apple 

Tim Cook's iApp caller id for Syphilis, HIV, STD censored for 

years as Death Toll mounts...

From <http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/> 
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